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On the cover  Our team in the sky - from left to right: Dr. Tim Parke, AED 
Clinical Director; Dr. Alana Harper, Emergency Medicine Senior Registrar; 
Dr. James Le Fevre, Emergency Medicine Research Fellow; 
Dr. Christopher Denny, Auckland Helicopter Emergency Medical Services 
(HEMS) Medical Director.

Patients’applause
Every year we receive many compliments from 
the people whose lives we touch.  We can’t publish them all 
but here are just some of the things people say about our 
team here at Auckland District Health Board.

I wish to thank you for your help to my mother when she visi ted the hospi tal as an outpat ient. From the moment  we arrived one of  the blue coats [Volunteers] spot ted our di fficult ies and wi th good humor and loads of  compassion assisted me then found mum a wheelchair. A second blue coat  escorted us to the exact  department  we needed.
P lease accept  my heart fel t  thanks and believe me your work is priceless, and on that  day was an answer to a prayer.

I was admitted to Auckland City 
Hospital ED and following that 
spent 10 days on ward 97.

During my stay I was impressed 
with all the staff, from the 
surgeons to the cleaning staff 
who were kind enough to 
exchange pleasantries with me.  

The Doctor who saw me in ED and 
all the ED staff were absolutely 
incredible.

The ED doctor took the time to 
come and see me on the ward 
later on to ensure I was ok and 
on ward 97 all the staff were 
fabulous.

Daughter of 
a patient

ED and 
Ward 97 
patient

Professor 
of Surgery, 
South Africa 

CEO Column
Staying connected

Ailsa Claire
Chief Executive

Allow me to pay our sincere   

debt of gratitude for the fine 

treatment of a patient during 

his visit to New Zealand.  I was 

touched by his unsolicited praise 

concerning the remarkable team 

effort, assured competence and 

caring attitude of doctors and the 

nursing team at Auckland where 

he received such pre-eminent 

treatment.

I want to sincerely thank all of you who I have so far had the 
opportunity to meet for the warm welcome you have extended.

My first month as CEO have been hectic but things will settle 
down soon enough and I look forward to continue meeting 
different teams around the organisation.

I’m very keen to hear directly from you, so please feel free to post 
a reply to my blog available on the home page of the intranet. 

The blog is a quick and effective way for me to share my thoughts 
with you and has quickly proven its value, with 5000 hits on my first 
post. I’m aiming to post a new update every fortnight but you 
can email me directly whenever you like – ailsa.claire@adhb.govt.nz

Communication and visibility are so important. I have already 
met some incredibly skilled and committed people and I want 
to thank you all for the time you have given to tell me not just 
about your services but also what is important to you and what 
you believe needs fixing.

One of the things that has really struck me is the quality of our 
people and the commitment to providing quality services to 
New Zealanders that exists within ADHB.

When my family and I decided to return to New Zealand, it was 
about coming home and being a part of a community. For me, 
this is an opportunity to be part of – and lead – a prestigious 
organisation with great potential.

One of the things that have struck me is the quality of the physical 
environment many of our teams are working in. Another thing 
that leaps out to me is the level of thought some services have 
put into considering what it feels like to be a patient.

As I said in my blog, I’m very aware of the absolute need for us to 
meet our National Health Targets but I want us to achieve them 
in a way that remembers why the targets exist in the first place 
and focus on honouring those objectives. It has to be about 
‘customer service’ rather than about just ‘ticking boxes’.

I’ll leave it there for now but please do get in touch if you have 
something you want to share. I want to have direct conversations 
with people at all levels within ADHB, so please don’t be shy 
about dropping me a line.



White Ribbon Day
On November 23, ADHB 
will be raising awareness 
for White Ribbon Day 
and the Family Violence 
Intervention Team is look-
ing for people to attend 
a men’s panel discussing 
men’s mental health and family 
violence, as well as volunteers to 
help hand out white ribbons.

White Ribbon is a global campaign led by men 
committed to ending violence against women.

One-in-three New Zealand women experience violence from a 
partner in their lifetime and, on average, 14 women are killed each 
year by a member of their family.

White ribbons will be handed out from 9am-2pm at the Auckland, 
Starship and Greenlane.

Please contact the Family Violence Intervention Team on 021 803 
904 by November 14 if you’re able to help/attend on November 23.

Celebration Week 26–30 November 2012
Celebration Week is a time to celebrate our achievements. This 
year celebratory Grand Rounds will take place.  Also look out for 
the research posters in the level 5 reception area.

Why not take the time to celebrate your achievements with your own 
teams this year? If you do be sure to let Communications know so we 
can take a photo and cover it in the Christmas edition of Nova.

Vital Signs
Spring sessions of Vital Signs dates have been postponed.  
Please check the CEO Pages on the Intranet for updates 
http://adhbintranet/CEO/vital_signs.htm

Starship planning for the future
A planning process to map out the future for Starship Children’s 
Hospital is about to commence. As Starship comes of age after 
21 years now is a great opportunity to concentrate resources and 
focus on the next 21 years. All this will require detailed clinical 
planning and collaboration to review Starship’s local and national 
specialist role.” Watch out for more information on the Intranet.

Did you
know?
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Number of years since Building 10, Greenlane 
Clinical Centre, was opened.

The number of media enquiries fielded by the 
ADHB Communications Department last year.

The number in thousands of the population in the 
Auckland District Health Board region.

The number of times the shuttle bus travels 
between Auckland City Hospital and Greenlane 
Clinical Centre every day.

The number of gunpowder plot consipirators who 
tried to blow up the Houses of Parliament in 1605.  
If you are celebrating Bonfire night this year stay safe.

hour free wifi is available across many Auckand City 
Hospital sites for patients, visitors and staff (in any 
24 hour period).

ADHB pharmacy staff turned on the Bollywood charm with 
a special show for their colleagues from around the country 
at their recent national conference.

The colourful ‘Bollywood flash mob’ dance performance 
was a hit at the New Zealand Hospital Pharmacists’ 
Association Conference, organised by ADHB staff.

The performance at the conference dinner was enjoyed by 
around 200 guests and was designed to complement the 
conference theme of ‘C3 – clinical, cultural, competence’.

“We wanted to embrace Auckland’s multicultural make-up 
and celebrate that,” said Jessica Nand, Senior Pharmacist, 
Ward 82.

“The dinner went above and beyond all NZHPA conference 
dinners and it was thoroughly enjoyed by all the delegates 
that attended.”

Pharmacy team gets into the Bollywood spirit

Dr Abhi Charukonda, Malini Subramoney, Dr Archana Selvakumar, Jessica Nand, Sam Loevendie, Kiri Aikman, Paula Gazzard, Amy Chan

Dr Abhi Charukonda, Dr Archana Selvakumar, Jessica Nand Back: Amy Chan and Kiri Aikman
Front: Paula Gazzard, Jessica Nand, Arti Chandra



It’s been a year since ADHB emergency 
medicine specialists started working on 
board rescue helicopters.  127 rescue 
missions later, the trial has been deemed a 
success in lifting the quality of pre-hospital 
care in New Zealand.   

The trial is a collaboration between the 
Auckland Rescue Helicopter Trust and 
ADHB, wherein our clinicians work along-
side advanced paramedics, resulting in 
improved outcomes for patients.

Helicopter Emergency Medical Service 
(HEMS) Medical Director Dr Christopher 
Denny, who previously worked as an 
emergency physician, trauma team leader 
and flight physician in Toronto, Canada, 
said the exchange of skills between para-
medics and doctors has been invaluable.

“As part of the programme, we’ve introduced 
a HEMS airway safety checklist, which has 
reduced error rates in emergency care and 
is now common practice for all staff”, said 
Dr Denny. 

“A portable ultrasound is now also onboard 
with the flight crew, providing a powerful 
diagnostic tool within the confines of the 
rescue helicopter, so patients can receive 
even higher standards of care.” 

Dr Denny adds, “We can now bring treat-
ment to patients and provide critical, 
on-scene interventions that really make a 
difference, from rescue to rehab.”

Dr Tim Parke, Adult Emergency Department 
Clinical Director, said there was now a seam-
less chain of care that was well integrated 
between services. 

“ADHB provides great care but there’s 
always an opportunity to work more closely 
with external agencies. It’s been a long 
process getting this programme running 
and I would like to especially acknowledge 
the groundwork laid by Emergency 
Medicine Specialist Dr Robin Mitchell, who 
passed away in 2010 after a battle with 
pancreatic cancer.”

Fans of the TV2 series Rescue 1 can look 
forward to seeing more action-packed 
rescues featuring the ARHT team on our TV 
screens next year, with filming of the new 
season due to begin in the coming months. 

Auckland Helicopter Emergency 
Medical Service (HEMS) 
celebrates a year of  success

ADHB staff who have 
participated in the 
HEMS project:
Christopher Denny
John McDougall
Tim Parke
Tony Smith
Shay McGuinness
Jo Mack
Geraldine Dias
Cameron Rosie
Scott Orman
Mike Nicholls
Sam Bendall
Alana Harper
James Le Fevre
Andrew Ketchin
Andrew Petrosoniak
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Facts & figures about the service

The HEMS has responded to 127 
missions since January 2012.

The HEMS extended their service to 
seven days a week starting September 
2012.  This resulted in a surge in 
missions from an average of 15 to 30 
missions in September. 

It takes 35 minutes to get from the 
ARHT base in Mechanics Bay to the 
Coromandel.

1.4 million people are served by the 
ARHT Westpac Rescue Helicopters in 
the greater Auckland region.

For more information, visit 
www.rescuehelicopter.org.nz. 
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A new purpose-built ward is now provid-
ing better facilities for staff and patients at 
Greenlane Clinical Centre.

The new ward opened at the end of Sep-
tember and is part of a wider programme 
of improvements at Greenlane to help us 
deliver more elective surgery, sooner for 
our patients. 

The ward will support the growth in 
Surgery at Greenlane by providing 
care for patients from Ophthalmol-
ogy and adult patients from 
other surgical services. This will 
enable a more diverse range 
of surgical procedures to take 
place in the new and refurbished 
operating rooms.

The design of the new ward 
started in 2010 and both patients 
and staff were involved in the 
process. The location of the new 
ward provides a better flow to and 
from the operating rooms.  “This is a much 
better environment not only for patients 
but also for the team to work in as well,” 
Says Adrienne Strickland, Charge Nurse 
Manager, Totara Ward. “The new design 
features a zoned layout.  Each of the three 
zones has nurse’s stations and 10 beds.  
This zoned layout means nurses are much 
more accessible to our patients.  Each of the 
zones has everything we need on hand 
saving nurse time in finding equipment.”

The children’s ward has been decorated with children in mind, brightly 
coloured fish and birds adorn the walls of the ward.

(Left) One of the nurses’ stations. 
Alongside each bed is a patient phone, a direct result of patient consultation.

Totara Ward

Some of the team on the Totara Ward.

opens its doors
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Dr Lester Levy, Board Chair

At our September Board meeting we discussed a Ministry of 
Health report reviewing how the New Zealand public health 
sector was coping with the financial challenges arising from 
the global financial crisis. The report’s centrepiece was a 
comparison of New Zealand’s position to that of other 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) countries. 

It found New Zealand to be one of just a few countries that 
have increased public health expenditure following the global 
financial crisis. A large number, however, have been forced to 
reduce public health spending – some significantly. Some have 
had to merge hospitals, cut services, reduce staff numbers and 
decrease salaries and wages. In Ireland, for example, there is a 
recruitment freeze, lowered salaries, increased user charges, 
closing of beds and restrictions on medical subsidies. In Italy, 
regardless of income, co-payments have increased for consul-
tations, prescribed tests and non-emergency care at hospitals. 
Sweden has also increased co-payments for pharmaceuticals, 
nursing care and some forms of specialised care. 

England’s NHS, meanwhile, has declared a four year cap on 
real expenditure, requiring efficiency savings of at least 
4% annually. This is a significant challenge and questions have 
even been raised as to its feasibility. The report also points to 
the recent 2012/13 Australian Federal Budget, which saw a 
$1 billion cut to health expenditure in order to fund other 
Government priorities. In the Australian states, South Australia 
Health is in deficit. 

In New Zealand we have been fortunate to have continued 
expenditure growth without reducing health services or 
staff numbers. The OECD data also showed that New Zealand 
achieved the second highest rate of growth in hospital 
discharges, maintained growth in access to diagnostic services 
as well as increased the number of nurses per capita by 3%, 
and doctors by almost 2%. 

Whilst average OECD health expenditure growth is zero, real 
public health expenditure in New Zealand has continued to 
grow, but at a slower rate. This is important because the slower 
rate of increase in itself requires efficiency savings of about 
2% per year. The report points out that despite New Zealand’s 
strong performance, the outlook remains challenging and 
DHBs like ours will have to continue to deliver efficiency 
savings each year to achieve financial sustainability. 

Unwilling as we may be to consider that the rate of growth in 
public health expenditure may slow even further, we do need 
to turn our minds to that possibility. If that was to eventuate 
(and recent events in Australia signal that potential), then our 
efficiency savings will need to increase even further. Innovation, 
productivity and collaboration remain the most appealing 
pathways for us to deal with financial pressures. It is the way 
we are most likely to maintain (and build) services – and most 
importantly, keep jobs. The good news is that if we make the 
right decisions in the near term this is well within our grasp.  

The current 
global health 
landscape and 
Auckland District 
Health Board Barbara Cormack, nutritionist here at ADHB, was this 

year’s recipient of the prestigious Dietitians New 
Zealand Award of Excellence.  

Barbara was presented with the award for her significant 
role in gaining prescribing rights for dietitians. Barbara 
almost single-handedly brought about the change to 
the definition of ‘Practitioner’ in the Pharmaceutical 
Schedule to include registered dietitians. 

This change gave dietitians the ability to directly 
prescribe and generate a subsidy for special foods, 
vitamins, minerals and oral electrolyte replacement 
products. This move is seen as a significant step 
forward for both dietitians and their patients.

The award was presented at a national meeting in 
Wellington.

Auckland dietitian 
recognised with 

top award



The end of an era in Auckland healthcare is nearing, with 
Greenlane Clinical Centre’s Building 10 due for demolition. 
Nova talks to Facilities Project Manager Ewen McQueen 
about the end of the service life of a facility that opened in 
May, 1926 and has served generations of Aucklanders…

When is Building 10 to be demolished?
Ewen McQueen: The current programme is to demolish 
Building 10 in February, 2013.

What is the rationale for this?
EM: The Bldg 10 Exit and Demolition Plan was approved by 
the ADHB Board in 2007. The Plan is a strategic initiative to 
free-up land on the Greenlane site for future development 
of clinical facilities. Building 10 occupies a large footprint 
and its removal will release a significant area of valuable, flat 
land for future use. Bldg 10 is also a seismic risk and has been 
earmarked for action as part of the ADHB Seismic Risk 
Management Plan since 1999.

Will any parts of the building be salvaged?
EM: Yes, the demolition contractor will salvage any items of 
value and this will be reflected in their tendered price.

Who has been appointed demolition contractor and 
when will they take possession of the site?

EM: The demolition contractor will be appointed after a 
tender process.  We expect they will take possession of the 
site in January.

What plans are there for the future of the Building 
10 site?

EM: In the short-term, the Building 10 foundations will be 

retained as there are below-ground utilities running through 
the area which still serve other buildings on the site. 
However, in the longer term, the whole site is earmarked for 
the development of new clinical facilities. Ministry of Health 
bed-modelling indicates strong growth in demand within 
the Auckland region over the next decade and land for new 
facilities is limited.

Where are the staff and services accommodated in 
Building 10 being relocated to?

EM: Since 2007, over 300 staff and a number of different 
services have been relocated out of Building 10 to other 
buildings on the Greenlane site. Most have been accommo-
dated in previously-vacant space in the Cornwall Complex. 
All of the services have migrated to significantly-improved 
premises, including Hearty Towers and the crèche, both of 
which used to be in Building 10.

When will the relocation programme be complete?
EM: The last services - including the Finance and CEO teams - 
are planned to be out of the building by the end of this year.

What method will be used for the demolition?
EM: This will be determined by the tenders received. However, 
we would expect a mixture of dismantling and demolition 
using bulldozers, etc. Explosives will not be used.

What will become of the bricks and building  
materials following the demolition?

EM: They all become the property of the demolition 
contractor and, as noted above, if there are any items of value, 
this will be incorporated into their tender price.

End of an era...

...as Building 10 demolition nears
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Ewan McQueen, Facilities 
Project Manager and Ian 
Harper Facilities Manager 
outside Building 10.
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Jin Oh has become Auck-
land DHB’s first employee 
under the Mainstream 
Employment Programme. 
Jin, who is partially-sighted, 
joined Allied Health earlier 
this year to provide extend-
ed clerical and computer 
systems support.

Jin uses specially-adapted 
technology, including a 
large computer screen 
supplied by the Institute 
for the Blind, to make his 
work ing l i fe  poss ible. 
Allied Health manager 
Sue Harvey said: “Jin has 
shown great versatility 
and willingness to meet 
any challenge and adds 
a richness to the Allied 
Health team in many ways.”

The Mainstream Programme 
was introduced by the 
Ministry of Social Develop-
ment to give people with 
disabilities a stepping-
stone into independent
and sustainable 
employment.

Welcome to the travel remedy

Nova is the official newsletter of the Auckland District Health Board. It is published by the Communications Department, located in Building 10, Level 1, 
Greenlane Clinical Centre.

If your department has something to share please contact Nova by phone, extension 26556 or by email adhbcommunications@adhb.govt.nz

ISSN 1178-5373 (print)  ISSN 1178-5381 (online)

Are you attending a CME Conference?
Did you know that Orbit can manage the 
whole process for you?
Registration, Insurance, Companion 
Travellers - and we guarantee the best 
fare available!
Contact Gretchens@orbit.co.nz to make 
your booking.
The winner of this month’s competition 
will receive one nights accommodation 
at a Heritage Hotel of your choice.

What is the name of the new Ward 
at Greenlane Clinical Centre?

To enter, simply answer this month’s 
question and send your entry to 
novan@adhb.govt.nz, subject line 
‘monthly competition’, or mail to the 
Communications Department, Level 1, 
Building 10, Greenlane Clinical Centre. 
Entries must be received by 
30 November 2012. 
One entry per person.

Monthly Competition Question:

A stepping stone 
into employment

ADHB has become the first health organisation 
in New Zealand to roll-out an online service 
aimed at improving mental wellbeing for 
people in need.

Known as the Big White Wall, the service is 
a imed at  people  aged 16-plus  who are 
experiencing mild-to-moderate mental ill-
ness symptoms. It can also be used by people 
with severe mental illness as a support to keep 
them out of hospital.

Big White Wall has been a success story in the 
UK, where it is used extensively by the National 
Health Service, and provides an early intervention 
system as soon as an issue arises.

Users can log on and access the service at any 
time, 24 hours-a-day, allowing self-help, peer 
support and further help where needed.

The service provides safe, anonymous support 
and operates on social media principles 
allowing users to have control over how much 
information they share and with whom.

People can self-refer if they have a post code 
within the ADHB area or can be directed to the 
site by GPs, clinical services or relevant non-
government organisations.

For more information, go to 
www.bigwhitewall.com

Online mental 
health service 
a Kiwi first


